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[This telegram
retained by the

Cypher/OTP

is of particular secrecy and should be
authorised recipient and not passed on]

CABINET DISTRIBUTION

FROM CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Mr. Bowker
No. 2028
J't ocober,1947

D. 7.1JA
R. 8.44

p.m.
p.i.

16th
16th

October,
October,

to Jerusalem, Bagdad,
please pass as my
C.-in-C. M.E.L.F.,
Amman.

IMPORTANT
VONFIDETIAL

My telegram No.
frontier.

/

Beirut,
telegram
G.0 :.

i! S
\ '

2016: Troop

E

Damascus (Beirut
No. 140) Jedda
B.T.E, and Saving

.9G671
to

Itinian

Erptian Minister of National Defence told Chief
of Bri ish Military Mission to-day in response to the
latter s enquiry that one Egyptian Infantry Battalion,
one troop o Field Artillery, one troop of 3.7 howitzers,
one troop of light tanks and some smaller units were
to be moved toEl Arish. The total strength of the
force would be between 1,800 and 2,000 men. The Minister
did not mention dates but General Arbuthnot learns from
another reliable source that move will take place on
October 19th.

Minister said that reason given for move would be
that Egyptian Army needed to carry out combined training
in an area free of cholera. There has in fact for some
time past been talk of such exercises being held in
Sinai. Minister admitted that real reason for move
was to protect Palestine Arabs in the event of trouble
but he added that he had told Egyptian Prime Minis r
that there could be no question of sending Egypti
troops into Palestine se long as British remained
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To:- War Office.

.17 EDIATE.

SECRET. GI/224437?.

For MI 3.

Your should see Zmbassy Cairo signals to Foreign Office

No 2028 of 1.6 Oct and 2032 of 17 Oct reporting forthcoming

move of about 2000 :gyptian Tps to Sinai in order "to protoct

the Palostino

is to replace

Arab".

oxi sting

Newspapers here state reason

grn L Arish and combat

for i love

smuggling.

Wo estimte prosont str garrison El Garish as approx 400.

Mossag a Control.

D istribut ion by .I. I, 3a,

Copies to D10
DDS.-O(A)

110 1, 4.,
DI.:I
DDHI(I)
II 3, 3(a),
Foreign Office
Colonial Office

(i;r, Bith),
(Lt ,ColChalmers)
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Minutes.

0
Please see the Secretary of State's minute

on the attached copy of Beirut telegram No. 758

about Syrian troop movements.

The correspondence began with the High Com-

Th% A missioner's telegram in E 978). in which he sug-
ested taking a very strong line with the Syrian

Government. The comments of H.M. Charge d'Affaires

[ at Damascus are in E 9695. The Colonial Office

have now sent the attached telegram No. 2547 to

the High Comissioner in which they deprecate the

idea of further representations in Syria. O

general attitude has. also been made clear inkour

.Jc recent guidance telegram to the Arab posts, and

no further action seems to be required for the

-ototime being.

There is unfortunately now news of a further

incident on the Palestine-Syria frontier in Mr.

Dundas's telegram No. 85. This is addressed to

Jerusalem and we can await a statement of infor-

mation from there before considering this further.

.n

.° (B. A. B. Burrows)
23rd October, 1947.
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[This telegram is
retained by the

of particular secrecy
authorised recipient a

and should
rnd not

be
passed

CYPIER/OTP DIPLOMATIC (SECRET)

FROiil BEIRUT TO F ORE IGN

Mr. Evans.
No. 758.

16th October

Repeated to:

1947.

Cairo,
B.M.E.0. O
Bagdad,
Damascus,

D: 4..43

R: 6.35

p.m. 16th October,

tober,

'o )

Ca iro,
9: i e

Je dda ,
Amman,
Jorusalem.
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TOP SECRET
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on.]

CYPEh/C1? DIPLOA TIC (SECRET)

FROMI BEIRUT TO FOQREI OFF ICE

Mr. Evans. 1l: 4.43 p.m. 16th October, 1947.
No. 758.
16th October, 1947. R: 6.35 p.m. 16th October, 1947.

Repeated to: Cairo,
B.M.E .0. Cairo,
Bagdad,
Damascus, 'E 9G76Jedda,
Amman,
Jerusa1lea.17 OCT

TOP SECRET t

Jerusalem telegram No. 1,921 to the Colonial Office;
Palestine.

The Syrian Government appear to have witjrifwn with
unnecessary haste and to have given equally unnecessary
publicity to their troop movements. I think this, subject
to the views of His Majesty's Chargd d'Affairs Damascus,
might be pointed out privately to the Syrian Government. But
to ask any Arab Government even the Lebanese to withdraw
their troops once they have moved to the frontier would be to
invite 2 rebuff. They would be unwilling and unable to oamply
with'any such request and would point out that troop move-
ments were in accordance with the Arab League decision.
Furthermore to contend that the presence of Arab troops on
the Palestinian frontier were [sic]-only an element making
for disorder would be to expose oneself to the riposte tha t
the Jewish Hagana and terrorist,.'ganisa tins were a far
greater threat to public security. The Arabs would even deny
that the presence of their troops constituted a danger and
would refer to assurances given after the Arab League meeting
that no intervention would take place until British
evacuation had been completed, when it would be essential
to fill the vacuum. They would probably add that the measures
taken were in the circumstances the least the Arab States
could do, saying as Azzam Pasha told me (see my telegram
No. 756) that the measures merely represented moral support
for the Palestine Arabs.

2. I fear representations to the Syrian Government or to
other Arab Governments in connexion with their troop movements
will only serve to irritate the Arabs and to disturb the
favourable atmosphere created by the Colenial Secretary's
statement. If however the Governments are urged to ever -
thing possible to ensure that no incidents ccur etfoa
frontier as a result of these movements, I do not th Sk~ heh
would be unresponsive.

Cairo please pass to B.M.E.O. as ay telegramu No. 195.
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We have not yet recied a copy of Jerusalem

telec am No. 1921 but I am informed that it consists

of a -euest by the High Commissioner that we should

weigh in with the Syrians in the matter of their recent

troop :movements. It was apparently sent before the

High Gommissioner took cognizance of the action taken

by Mr. Dundas in Damascus. The Colonial Office are

therefore replying to the High Commissioner in the form

of a telegram drawing attention to Mr. Dundas's tele-

grams and suggesting that no further action is required.

As regards the suggestion made by Kr. Evans in

paragraph 2 of his telegram No. 758 in E 9676, I think

we can assume that the Syrians are already warned, as

a result off ;r. Dundas's representations, that we rely

upon them not to cause any incidents on the Palestine

frontier. I 10 f ( MAlc. fr,~.A-siA ~A C-frj -

C.~

S. (tJ.h
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CYPHER/OTP DEPARTNTAL NO,1.

FROMDALASCUJS TO FOREIGN OFFI CE

Mr. Dundas.
No.,- 450.U* D: 5.48 p.m.16th

16th October, 19477 R: 7.36 p.r.16th

Repea ted. to:

PEERS ONA L

Jerusalem,
Cairo,
Bagdad,
Jedda,
Amman,
U.K.De1eg-ation New YoakE
Beirut Saving.

'17

October,

October,

Jerusnlem telegram No. 1,921
for the Colonies paragraph 4.

to Secretary of State

Movement of Syrian troops to Quaitra area though, I
believe, planned some days in advance did not take place until
after the Arab League Council's decision to recolmaend. that
the troops should be moved. It therefore has the sanction
of an Arab League decision behind it and I do not feel in
these circumstances that any attempt to persuade the Syrian
Government to withdraw them would meet with success.

2. Inimy
Syrians to
cuinstantial
;ihen it bec
and vs soon
may well be
quarters.

opinion one of the reasons which
take such precipitate action was
rumours that Trans jordan forces

ones apparent that these rumou.rs
i as the winter rains begin many
without publicity, withdravawn to

Foreign Office please
New York as my telegram No.
telegram No. 73.

[Repeated to
Cairo].

ca used the
the very cir-
were on the move.
may be untrue

Syrian troops
their winter

pass to United Kingdom Delegation
3 and Cairo to B.M.E.O. as my

U.K.Delegation New York ani B.M.E.O.
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should b
retained by the authorised recipieAt and not passed on].

E.9705
En Clair. 6A . TRIBUTION

FROM BEIRUT TO FORIGN OFIi OCT

No.67 Saving.
14th October, 1947. R: 9.50 a. m. 17th October, 1947.

Repeated to Amman No.95. )
Jedda No.94. )
Damascus No.245 )
Bagdad No.89 ) SAVING.
Cairo Ebassy No.65 )

"i .M .. 1o.48)
Jerusalem No.67. )

Palestine.

Following is gist of two speeches delivered in
Lebanese Chamber October 11th.

[Begins]

Deputy Khal el Abi Jowd et (Maroni te). "The
Lebanese people welcome the League's decisions for
Palestine a defence. Zionism is threatening the
Lebanon. It is said the Army has been ordered to move
to the frontiers and await instructions. The Jews
of Palestine are fully armed with up to date arms. I
am not asking for a military secret but would like to
krnow whether our army has been sent to the frontier and
what precautions are being taken by the Government for
its safety:

Prime Mi.nister IRiad Solh. "I have to make it
clear that the Lebanon will in no way abandon its
privileged position. It is our duty to be with the
Arabs our brethren and help them when they need our
help. I remind you that a few years ago when this
country was occupied by the clenial army we feared
nobody but we fought until we secured our wishes and
independence. (Applause). We shall strive in the
cause of Palestine, and we shall increase our arms in
the near future. I have always said the Lebanon will
not only take part in the talks of the Arab League but
will invite them to meet here. Here they are to-day
as other Arab conferences have been. Lebanon will
fulfil her duties and will not give away her privileged
position. It is encouraging to see how well, our
delegation in Airica is received by our Lebanese
brethren. Oc

[Ends].
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E .9711
[This telegram is of parti4 - anLd uld be
retained by the authorised r F passed en].

En Clair

FROYi BEIRUT TO FOREIGN OFFICE.

Mir. Evans
No. 6& Saving

9th October, 1947. AR 17th October 1947
Repeated to: U.K. Delegation New York No. .5

Embassy Cairo No. 61
B.M.E.O. Cairo No. 45
Jerusalem No. 61
BagWda No. 79
Damascus No. 226
AM Ne. 84
Jedda No. 82

Palestine.

The following resolution was adOpted unanimously
at the meeting of the Lebanese Chamber of Deputies
on October 7th.

[Begins).

Tle, members of the Lebanese Parliament, whole-
heartedly welcome the Arab League Council to the
Lebanon and 'willingly agree to accept all the
decisions taken by the p gue for the defence of
Palestine.

-4y 40Q

[EndsJ.
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Azzam Pasha in this conversation takes a mach
more sober line than in his recent public pronouncement
Indeed, this telegram suggests that the Arabs are
gradually facing up to the realities of the situation.
This impression is supported by the:line't-aken -by
Samir Pasha as reported in Amman telegram Nol 310
(E 9271/G), - making allowance for the possibility
that Samir Pasha was not speaking the whole truth.

Azzam Pasha still speaks in terms of Arab armies
intervening in Palestine, but only "if the Palestine
Arabs were in the process of being defeated" and he
emphasises that the Palestinian Arabs would not be
the aggressors, nor indulge in provocation, but would
only defend themselves if attacked by the Zionists.
Samir Pasha, on the other hand, indicates that the
Arab States as a whole have come to regard actual
intervention in Palestine by Arab armies as impractical
and that they are coming to think in terms of sending
volunteers, arms and money to assist the local Arabs.
Samir Pasha has clearly come to accept some form of
partition as inevitable, (though whether he is
justified in representing the other Arab politicians
as being equally resigned is questionable, and he is
thinking in terms of an Arab rising in the Jewish
state. This is clearly a very grave danger, but one
which would presumably be reduced in proportion as
the smaller the boundaries of the Jewish state were
drawn.

It seems, indeed,
,to envisage, after our
will disintegrate into

e-e possible, looking ahead,
withdrawal, that Palestine
Jewish and Arab areas and that
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some form of stalemate may be reached, from,.which
thefuture "set-up" for Palestine could perhaps be
workd,out,'wtrh t'h sanction of the United Nations.
There are bound to be serious local clashes and
disturbances, but the fact that the Arabs, who would
appearsto hold the whip hand in the long run, are
taking a more sober line, is at least encouraging.

It is interesting to note that as Azzam Pasha
looks back wistfully to the Morrison plan, which the
Arabs rejected so flatly last year.

2] october, 191

iU



[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be

retained by the authorised recipient and .t passed on],

Cypher/UrP IE 9712
CAINT DILTRIBUT ION

FROM BEIRUT TO FORI GN OF=FICEt18 .OCT

Mr. Evans D. 1.08 p.m. 16th October, 19'

1h0teber, 1947. R. 4.05 p.m. 16th October, 1947

te . Delegation Neiv York
Washington
Jerusalem
Cairo
British Middle East Office
Bagdad )
Jedda* ) SAVING
Ammaas
Damascus )

Palestine.

Azzam Pasha whom I saw'en October 14th said that the

measures decided on by the Arab League were necessary as a

counter weight to Hagana and ether Jewish organisations and

described them as "Moral Support" for the Palestinian Arabs

who were without means of defence and whose plight the Arab

League could not afford to ignore. He emphasised however

that the Palestinian Arabs would not (repeat not) be the

aggressors nor indulge in provocation but would only defend

themselves if attacked by the Zionists. He aided that the Arab

armies would only intervene if the Palestinian Arabs were in

the process of being defeated and that in any case this would

neccur until the British withdrawal had been completed.

2. Azzam Pasha said that the ex4Mufti had tried to

impress the Arab League with his gang leaders but it had been

made plain to him that in the view of responsible Arabs little

could be achieved that way. N. single personality (including

the ex-Mufti) could [gp. undec. ? attempt to] dictate to the

League. The League had however to play the ex-Mufti s cards

as his language was the only one which the Zionist terrorists
understood.

SAs regards the immediate establishment of a Palestinian

GoverniaentAzzam Pasha said that the possibility hail been

discussed but he had opposed it. He had explained the position

to the ex-Multi who had agreed with the League s decisionl.

Azzam Pasha said that in his opinion it might be necessary later

on to set up some sort of provisional Government (in which the

ocr /Arab
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2.

Arab leaders from the Various Arab countries Might take a lant)
to , a C stituent Assembly to enable the Palestinian
Arab. ei en1ir form of Government. The Jews might then
be ferel se el'e' t on the basis of the Morrison proposal which
the abs had been unable to accept last year but which they might
wel accept h p cumstances he envisaged. Whether the evasive
ex- t would depend on whether or not his mentality
changed.

4. In conclusion Azzani Pasha said that he had no doubt
whatever of' the identity of'Arab,,and British'interests. Beth
found. themselves between two [gp. unlec] , terini :4onally(gp endec- the
United States and the U.S.S.R. whose ideologies stilted neither
the British nor the Arabs. He compared the Americans to a young
well-ed horse leaving its stable and trampling on everybody. Here
signs of the Arabs friendliness towards Great Britain would now
be evident but for the state of popular excitement existing in
the Arab countries, not the least in Egypt. Unfortunately the
Arab leaders were not always able to use wise words as they
would inevitably not always be understood by the people. He was
confident however that the Egyptian question would son be solved
satisfactorily.

Foreign Office please pass to U.K. Delegation New York and
Washington as my telegram Nos. 57 and 15 respectively and.
Cairo to B.M. E. 0. as my telegram No. 194.

\,

I

[Repeated. to U.K. Delegation New York and. Washington].

0 0 0 0
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En Clair WORLD ORGANISATION DISTRIBUTION.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN OFFICE.

(From United Kingdom Delegation to United Nations)

No. 2959. D. 8.27 p.m. 17th October, 1947.

17th October, 1947. R. 5.20 a.m. 18th October, 1947.

Repeated to Jerusalem and Saving 'Washington.

Il00IATE.

My telegram No. 2928.

Palestine Co ittee.

The Committee held its 15th and 16th meetings on the
16th October. The first speaker was Prince Feisal (Saudi
Arabia) who declared that Britain bore the primary
responsibilityfor the present situation in Palestine.
The Arabs would not accept the UNSCOP majority plan as a
basis for discussion and they would resist part ition if an
attempt were made to impose it. The Arab Governments were
ready to assist the Palestine Arabs to maintain law and
order in the transition period following the British
withdrawal.

2. Arce (Argentina) said that his Government was
unable to support any of the proposals hitherto made
because they conflicted with the Charter. A legitimate
solution for the problem must be based on the free will
of the Palestine population. The General Assembly had no
power to take executive action; it could not establish an
army of volunteers but could only make a recaaendation in
that sense to the Security Council... Would the Assembly be
willing to make such a recommendation in the knowlede that
it would dprovoke a conflict the extent of which could not
be foreseen? He proposed that an effort should be made to
establish a mixed committee of Arabs and Jews to consider
the situation, and that the United Nations should assume
responsibility for administering Palestine until the
Cmittee arrived at a settlement.

3. The Colonial Secretary then made the statement
contained in my telegram No. 2958.

4. Lawrence (South Africa) defended the Mandatory
Power against its critics and supported the Majority Plan
subject to some revision of the frontiers.

5. Belt (Cuba) said that he had been convinced by
the Jews themselves that the Majority Plan would not provide
a just settlement. He quoted both Silver's speech in
the Caittee and an advertisement inserted in the press
by supporters of the Irgun, to show that the Majority
proposal would not satisfy the Zionists who at next Assembly
would ask for more livingspace. Cuba would support a
comprehensive plan for t Mpettlement of displaced persons.

6./
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6. Berendsen (New Zealand) favoured the Majority Plan
insisted that the Committee must concern itself wt
means by which it was to be carried into effect.

the
of
out
win

7. Jamali (Iraq) and Heikel (gypt) then
Arab case. JTaai dwelt at length on theI

Zionism on the policy of the United States a
that neither the non-Zionist Jews nor the e

g of the Z ionis
The Jewish Agency
n people as a whole.
wou d not end the
that a decision cr
the competence of
it would have no i
nobey.

elaborated
influence
rnd pointed
extreme

ts themselves accepted Partition.
was not representative of the Jewish

He warned the Committee that partition
trouble in Palestine. Heikel argued
eating a Jewish State was not within
the General Asseably. Consequently
nternational effect and wouldbind

8. Lisicky (Czechoslovakia) said. that a people's
will to live as a nation was sufficient justification
:or the establishment of a State. Undertakings given
at an earlier date by His Majesty's Government had. no
bearing on the validity of the Mandate. He admitted
that the provision made by the UNSCOP majority for the
protection of Arab cultivators in the Jewish State might
be strengthened. Speaking en the juridical situation
he said that the responsibility of the Assembly would
end when it made recommendations to His Maj esty' s Government.
hat use was made of the recerendations would be for His
;ajesty's aevernment to decide in the framework of their
international obligations. Ie endorsed the United states
statement an this point and deprecated the "unilateral
laying 6wFn of international obligations". Lisicky then
asked. a number of questions concerning the proposal for
an international volunteer force. Vho would select
recruits? Should recruiting be restricted in any way?
hat would be the lan uage of commani? Who woujl provide

the training equipment and arns? What military code
would be observed.? Who would provide for the dependents
of nen bers of the force killed on duty? How long would.
it take to give the force adequate training? If the
:ndatory was to be asked to carry on during this period,

wou1d it not be simpler to ask the Ianatoryto stay
throughout the period. of transition? Finally he asked
whether contingents of regular forces might not present
fewer disadvantages.

9. After dinner Arslan (Syria) underlined remark in
Colonial Secretary's speech that "the national hane has
been established". Morgenstierne (Norway) supported the
.majority Plan and also the proposal for a liquidation of
the problem of displaced persons. &ranados (Quatemala)
accused Chamoun (Lebanon) of having misled the Committee
by falsifying the text of Article 16 of the Treaty of
Lausanne. Chamoun turned the tables, however, by showing
that he had quoted it from the record of an earlier speech
by Granados himself.

10. The general debate was th
next two meetings the Cmmittee will
Jewish Agency and the Arab Higher Co

Foreign Office please pass Imne
telegram No. 99.

[Copies sent to Colonial Office
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hear spokesmen
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No. Oor

17th October 19474

Repeated to:

D. 10.56 4.xa 17th October 1947.

R. 1.31 p.m. 17th October 1947.

Jeruisalem
Bease pass Da ous as .my

SelegramN4 )
Jedda,

E 9717
9O

and Saving te

ae rdpated to

G. 0. . T.B.

My telegram No.202
Palestinian frontie-.

g 6f
8: trop movements on

Chief of Military Mission is anxious that
sewe of h internaie should not be revealed sincehis f'rien relations 'Chthe Minister of NationalDefense g otherwise sem'pramise4.
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~TI~NAL No9.

FROM NIN YORK TO FOREIGN OFFICE.

(Fra United Kingdom Delegation to United Nations)

17th October,1 9 4 ?

R.8.0
2.55 a.m. 18th

October, 1947.

October, 1947.

Repeated to 'Washington (Saving).

Il@IEIAT E.
fER .A

Following
Palestine frm

personal
Martin.

for High Camissioner for

( Begins ith ard to the point ade in

(5)ofparagraph 5 of miy telegralioftody
regarding consequencesthe stam ade yesterday
note from the text of the stateaenltiadyetry
by the Secretary of State that he categorically
denied that there is any treith in rumoura
assertions that His ,awestY s c hasrrmientvhaligive
any enourag eent or assistance to actions likely hestato n h idl 0-at
any inlaemen hiution in the Middle East.

In view of persistent allegations made in Jewish

terrorist f dnraisin advertisements andbarticles

in American press tha greih ficials anra
isben encouraged by British officasadta

itbh wal y tish tr s will be arranged

in such a way as to facilihta Arab fnio
over Palestine, you may wish to give full o a

blicitY to relevant passage in Secretary of :tate's
statemen should there be signs of such
allegations becoming current in Palestine. ends]

[copies
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Section, alenial
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En Clair DEPARTKD 1PTAK No. 1

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN OFFICE

(From United Kingdom Delegation to United Nations)

No. 2968 D. 11.27 a.m. 18th
J8%IW Odober, 1947 R. 5.55 p.m. 18th
Repeated to High Commissioner, Jerusalem,

October, 19V
October, 19&

IMPORTANT

My telegram No. 2962.
C,

Preamble

Please

should read.

pass to Jerusalem.

[Begins].

Addr
October,
[Ends].

'essed to
repeated

Jerusalem telegram
Foreign Office and

No. 100 of
Washington

17th
Saving.

to Jerusalem as my telegram No. 101.

[Copies sent to Telegraph
repetition to Jerusalem].
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UNITED KINGDOM DELEGATION TO THE U 4 TED NATIONS

EMPIRE STATE BUILDING

NEW YORK 1, N. Y.

REPLIES SHOULD BE ADDRESSED

TELEPHONE: P. O. BOx 304

LONGACRE 5-2070 NEW YORK 1, N. Y.

4th October, 1947.

y dear Peter,

I have not written before because the reactions to the 
Colonial

Secretary's statement on Palestine have been very slow in developing.

Even now comment has not passed beyond the point reached in Lisicky's

speech summarised in my telegram reporting the 5th Meeting of the

Palestine Committee.

2. Above all the attitude of the U.S. Delegation is still

shrouded in obscurity. There is at least artistic truth in the rumour

that they received from Washington a draft of a statement to be made in

the Committee, and rejected it as having no ascertainable meaning. They

have now told the Iraqis that they intend to make a non-committal

statement in the course of next week. Judging from Silver's speech

(our telegram No. 2741), I should guess that the Zionists 
have been

discouraged in Washington where they must have been trying to 
persuade

the U. S. Government to take over the responsibility for implementing

the Majority Report.

3. Both the Jewish Agency leaders and the Arab Delegates 
here

show much more readiness than their people in Palestine to 
believe that

we are really determined to quit. The Zionists are pinning their

hopes, I think, on some kind of endorsement by the Assembly 
of the

Majority Report, which would enable them to claim 
international sanction

for an attempt to set up a Jewish State in Palestine. The Arabs are

still inclined to regard the problem as fundamentally an 
Anglo-Arab

affair. I enclose a copy of a brief record of opinions expressed by -

Nuri at a small dinner party last night. I have not recorded the whole

conversation, but the difficulties in the way of his proposals were

carefully explained to him.

4. On the very scattered evidence available so far I should say

that Nui is probably right in his estimate that a two-thirds majority

will not be found for any positive proposals incorporating 
the means

for giving effect to them. We must, therefore, look forward to a shortperiod,/

I. P. Garran, Esq.,
vROETN OFFICE.
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period, after the end of the Assembly, in which we and the two peoples
living in Palestine have a last- chance to work out some sort of
mouse vivendi to avoid anarchy when we leave. But it is too early
to exclude the possibility that some settlement may be recommended
here and that we may be asked to participate in carrying .it out. If
that should happen, we may be faced with an exceedingly difficult
decision. Incidentally; I was much relieved by your telegram
No. 3136.

5.. The Colonial Secretary is hoping to receive an estimate of
the earliest date on which our forces and administration could be
withdrawn from Palestine. I assume that this is being worked out in
London and in Jerusalem; and that you will let us know the :esults of
these enquiries before long.

Yours ever,

(- BEELEY)



VIN A' .E. NORI~ PASHA*.

Ca the 3rd October, the Colonial secretary and Sir Hartlqy Shawoross
dined with uri Pasha. A few other guests were present, including
Dr. Jamali.

2. In the course of a long conversation on the Palestine problem,
Nurisha said that he did not believe the United Nktions would succeed

in adopting by a two-thirds majority any solution for\ the Stine

problem. Speaking realistically, therefore, the question till be

treated as one for Ang3L>rab agre t. e cm4 nottbelieve that te

Briih intended to evacuate Palestine in conditions which would mean that

their departure was immediately followed by ohae and bloahed. He

supposed, therefore, that they would try to obtain a sett1mnt before thq
left.

5. In Nuri Pasha's view there were two essential . tions

of settleuant. A resolute effort should be made to find permanent h
Immediately for all the displaced persons in urope if this were done the

Arab countries would take their share. Secondly, the Jewish population

of Palestine should be released from the iutimidati to 3lch th were
at present subjected by a small minority of terrorists. ui sha did not

believe that these terrorist numbered ore that 4 of 5 thosnd. If they

were removed from the country, the Jewish county as a Whal would feel

able to adopt a more cooperative attitude and an agreed vet ti ut might

then become possible.

4. If these two steps were taken, we could before leaving
Palestine form a provisional Government and hold e3motions as a
foundation for the estabbshment of a Constitutional QOvernment in a
unitary state. The Arabs, inheriting the traditiet o Moslem government#
which accorded extensive rights to religious minorities, would be

prepared to give the most generous treatment to the Jes living in
Palestine as soon as tqy abandoned their ambition to establish an
independent Jewish State.

(i. BiRng)

4th Otob.r. 1947.
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Committee I Distribution.
13th October, 1947.

1. On Saturday evening, Octnber 11th, Mr. Knox of the State Depart-

ment, asked me what was the reaction of the United Kingdom Delegation to

Mr. Herschel Johnsontsastatement that morning on Palestine. I said I did

not know, but took the opjrtuniLty of asking him, on a personal basis, to

elucidate for my information one or two points in the statement,

2. I asked him about the phrase:

"The General Assembly did not, by admitting this itea to its agenda,

undertake to assume responsibility for the 
administration of Palestne

during the process of transition to independence. 
Responsibility or

the government of Palestine now rests 
with the mandatory power ...

I asked him what sort of length of time the United States adminis-

tration had in mind for "the process of transition to independence" and whether

it was intended that the implementation of the UNSCOP partition plan should

take place within the transition period.

3. Mr. Knjx answered hesitantly He said that these matters would

have to be considered; but he seemed to think that the United States 
Govern-

ment were thinking of what he called an "interim period" of abcut six months,

during which time the details of partition would be worked out. After that,

the British forces would withdraw and 
immediately the separate Jewish and Arab

States would come into being. Upon being pressed, he said that the United 
co

States Government seriously thought that 
British forces could withdraw and the

two States enter upon separate and peaceful 
lives "almost overnight". In fact,

he did not envisage that "implementation" would 
be a difficult task.

4. I then asked him about the United States offer of assistance. Did

this imply that the United States Government 
would be prepared to send Govern-

ment forces to maintain "law and order" 
during the transition period? He

replied with an emphatic No. The United States Government had.no intention of

sending troops to Palestine. It was for this reason that they had suggested

' A-special constabulary or police force",.

5. I asked whether the United States Government considered that

there should be any restriction on those joining 
this for.ces For instance,

/would ........



2672

would Jews and Arabs be allowed to serve? Mr. Knox said that he saw no

reason for any restriction. The United States Government thought that

the force should be composed of all those volunteering to serve. As a

parallel, he mentioned the hired Hessian soldiers who had fought against

the American Army in the War of Independence, (Mr. Man learned to-day

that the United States Government hope that the police force will be

officered by British officers with experience of the country)0

6. The above views of Mr0 Knox are extremely naive. They may not

correspond to those of the draftsmein of the United States statement. I

report them as evidence:

(a) of the absence of thinking on this subject b~

the State Department, and

(b) of the fact that United States policy on ths

subject, defined apparently outside the State

Dep-irtment, does not intend paying much heed

to the convenience of His Majestyt s Government.

(Signed) J. N. Henderson
O

I may add to the above that Mr. Wadsworth,of the United States

Delegation, in drawing my attention to the assumption made in the Russian 4o
CAD=

statement that our Administration would leave Palestine early in the

transition period, seemed to think That this would be unwelcome to us.

(Signed) H. Beeley
14th October, 1947.
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En Clair 0ORLD ORGAIS ATION DISTRIBUTION.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN OFFICE:.

(From United Kingdom Delegation to United Nations)

No 2984. D. 1.16 p.m. 19th October, 1947.

19th October, 1947. R. 7.50 p.ma. 19th October, 1947.

Repeated to High Commissioner Jerusale,
Washington (Saving).

GIAIFT

Ly telegram 14o. E2959.
Palestine Comiittee.

Shertok was the only speaker at the 17th netmetn
the 17th October and [eir.n the last at the e e

on the 18th. The Arab Hlig"her C o mitt ee was offered the

second innings on the firs t da~ and the first on theseodbtJmlHsiieecdtopaknyone
second bu J~nal Husseini elec ed to speak only once.

2 Shertok described as "the two focal points"

in the controversy that Palestine was the only country

in which the Jewish people could hope to attain statehood

and that the Arabs of Palestine were not a people a number
fraction of a larger unit .1fter dealing teCrter could
of historical arguments he claimed that e e

be quoted as effectivel y in support of the Zionists as

of the Arab case. Jewish men and women could not attain eulrgt ihohr nesteJws epewr
eal rights with others unless the Jewish people were

played on a footing of quality with other peoilton

They too could invoke the principle of sel'ce rtnain
Refer ring to the Arab argument that the future ofretlmnto
Palestine should be separated ryn th rettleent of

displaced persons he noted that no Arab jtate hadye
joined I.R 0. The Jewish Agency had decided with a

heavy hear to give full consideration to the plan of

theiU. N. 3C.O. P. majority. They had proposals to ma
on the boundaries and other aspects of the scheme cnd

hoped for an opportunity to present these at a subca mittee.

The area proposed for the Jewish State was, with certain
modificati onsthe indispensable minimum. The Agency met

been greatly heartened, by the American and Russian statements.

The Colonial secretary s second speech "may or may not
have opened a door which his former pronouncement seeme

to have practically closed". The United Kingdh had a

chance of concluding honourably the chapter of history

they/
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they had initiated with the Balfour declaration.
If they took this chance a great deal of the
bitterness of recent years would be forgotten.

3. Husseini began by denyng that the Arabs
were flouting the Charter - what they were doing
was to assert the sacred right of self-defense,
itself recognised by the Charter. Nobody had the
right to give away their land to a foreign people.
Husseini then produced historical authorities in
support of the contention challenged by the Zionist
spokesman that the Ashkenazi Jews are not Semitis
and consequently not descended from the Palestinian
Jews of the Old Testament. Next he defended the
Mufti (not unskilfully) and quoted tributes paid by
Churchill and Truman to the war effort of the Arab
States. The Jewish Agency insulted the Jewish
soldiers who had fought for their various countries
by suggesting that they had fought in order to be
rewarded by the establishment of a Jewish State in
Palestine. The Soviet delegate had invoked the
right of self-determination on behalf of the Jewish
minority there, but its concession to them involved
denying it to nearly as many Arabs. A Jewish
State of a million people would have no chance of
survival in the heart of the Arab world and the
Arabs of Palestine would never agree under any
pressure to part with any portion of their country.
it seemed that "other powers were now labouring
under the same illusions" that had caused the
British so much trouble. But he did not believe
that the present policy of the United States
Government represented the true feeling of the
American people who would come to see that the
enforcement of partition was neither in their
interests nor consistent with their traditions.

4./
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2.. Weizmann, who had difficulty in reading his
typescript, said. he had been disappointed to hear that
he was not a Jew. After speaking of the origin and
intentions of the mandate he said he had long believed
that partition was the only practicable compromise. It
was not a departure from the mandate but its inevitable
consumnation. The question before the Committee was:
by whom should the Jewish community be governed - by a
Trustee, by the arabs or by itself? Trusteeship was
no longer feasible. The great services rendered by
Britain "in helping to lay the foundati*hs of Jewish
independence" would be remembered when the sordid
consequences of the White Paper were forgotten. He
was encouraged by the Colonial Secretary s second speech
to hope for British participation in bringing the project
to a noble conclusion. The second alternative that the

Jews should be a minority in an Arab State was morally
impossible. A national unit could not be subjected to
another people by force in the name of ma jority rule.
Arab Jewish co-operation would be possible only when the
Jewish people had attained an equal status. He asked
the Committee to consider modifications of the
U.N.S.C.0.P. majority plan notably in respect of Western
Galilee and the Jewish district of Jerusalem. In
considering the problem of implementation he asked them
to take full account of "the assistance which our own

people can give in making the Jewish State capable
of its own defence". They did not anticipate or fear
aggression but they hoped the Jewish forces would be
"accompanied at the outset by an international force to
symbolise the consent and decision of the United Nations".

Foreign Office please pass Immediate to High Comu-
missionerJerusalem as my telegram No.10.

[Copies sent to Telegraph Section Colonial
Office for retransmission to Jerusalem].

3 33 Q QQ
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I.
Gypher/bTP DEPARTMENT N. 1

FROM DAMA9US TO FORENOFFICE

Kr . Dundas D. 3.42 p.m. 17th October, 1947

R. 5.41 p.m. 17th October, 1947
17th October 1947
Repeated Unitdi gdem Delegation Newterk

Arab# post saving

I have learnt very ,oonfidentialy ff icial
of the Syrian Minist oof Fore nf
was sterday receive from F shouryinforming
Jami Mardam of the resolution which the an aleaiQn

had tabled at Lake Success calling e His est 's ernment
to placy Palestine until
ful indepenee granted. This telegram was tO

first news that the Pime Minister received of the Syrian
resolution and the proposals had never been considered by
Jamil or other members of the Syrian Government.

2. It is possible that the Syrian Prosident
has sent instructions to Faris Khoury which are not known
to Jamil and I hpe to report on this later. Meanwhile
I should be glad o have your instruct ions as to what
line I should take towards the Syrian re solution,

Please pass to New York as my telegram No. 4.

[Repeated to United Kingdom Delegation New York].

(Copy sent to Middle East Secretariat ].

uuu u
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BR Clair

FROM NEW YORK T FOREIGN OFFICE

(Fri United Kingdoa Delegation to United iati.ns)

No, 9'74D. 2.00 p.a. 18th October 194E
8h October.R. 8.16 p.m. 18th October 194

18th October 1947

Repeated to Washington (Saving)

f 0

20 OT

68!

Following for Trafford Sith, Colonial Office front Martin.

My telegram No. 2955.1 >r

Lebanese Delegation has submitted to Ad Hoe Qomsittee,
statement referr to press reports of'concentration of

0,0000 aixigrants Black Sea ports, and proposing
adoption et following Resolution before discussion of any
other Resolutions before Comittee:

"The General Asseably reeogaising the danger that.
assistance, in transport arm and noney, to aig ta
destined for Palestine is calculated to accentuate the
existing tension in that esuntZ7 and to endanger peas in
the Middle East, recomends that the Governments anbers
of the United Nations re frain, and prohibit their nationals,
frm giving assistance in any fern whatsoever to the said
immigrants."

[Capiestseattto
1Te hSetiel le

for addresses and to Midde t Se ait

see
4CI
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Some of these recommendations raise points of
international law, e. g. numbers 7 and 8. I have asked
the Colonial Office to look into the matter and let us
know whether they require the views of our legal
advisers on such points. There is also the question
of our legal position in giving up the Mandate. I
understand that the Colonial Office legal advisers are
satisfied that we are legally justified in terminating
our resoonsibilities under the Mandate, and that it is
I1 doubtful whether, with the demise of the League of
Nations, we have anr locus standi left.

See also E9761/95131 in regard to recommendation
C
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Minutes.

by the Unitea ingoam ome
various resolutions on Pales
New York telegrams Nos. 2983

1. Colombian Resolution calling upon

the peoples of Palestine to bring acts of

violence to an early end.

Approve.

2. Salvadorian Resolution calling upon

theJewish and the Arab Higher Commit-

tee to appoint three representatives each to

meet in conference to find common grounds of

agreement and to report to the General Assembly
the resolution of the meeting - the recommuen-

dations in the report to contain adequate safe-

guards for religious interests.

This is clearly impracticable and we

should abstain.

3. United Kingdom Resolution that each

member of the United Nations should adopt ur-

gent measures for settling a fair share of

displaced persons and refugees, etc., etc.,

This is our own suggestion.

40. Yugoslav Resolution that Jewish re-

fugees now in Cyprus camps shall be admitted

to Palestine immediately.

This plan would be administratively

convenient to the Colonial Office but would be

inacceptable to the Arabs and would run coun-

ter to our present declared policy on immi-

gration.

5. Uruguayan Resolution that immediate

entry be granted into Palestine to, thirty

thousand Jewish children, their mothers and

fathers, and pregnant women at present in dis-

placed persons' camps and in Cyprus and other

places of detainment or assembly.

ber ..

Same considerations apply as to num-

We should abstain.

6. Lebanese' Resolution recommending that

the Governments of member States refrain from

and prohibit nationals from giving assistance

in any form to immigrants (sic) destined for

This mustIrefer to illegal immigrants

and on that basis we should approve.

7. Irai Resolution referring to the

International Court of Justice for an advisory

/opinion

b

z

4

I-

z
z

0
I-.

z
I-

0z

4- 8

We should abstain.

4 4"a",6d -Palestine.



Minutes.

opinion under Article 96
alleged pledges given by
Shereef Hussein of Mecca
clarations.

of the Charter on the
Great Britain to the
and subsequent de-

This is merely an attempt to drag
out the proceedings and we should abstain.

8. Egyptian Resolution referring to the
International Court of Justice for an advisory
opinion as to whether the General Assembly -are
competent to recommend either of the UNSCOP
plans and whether member States are entitled
to implement either solution without the con-
sent of the people of Palestine.

This seems to question
validity of taking the Palestine
the United Nations and we should

the
the
the
fer
tin

9. Syrian Re
United Kingdom
purpose of the
termination of
of power to the

e.

the whole
problem to
oppose.

solution recommending that
accept a trusteeship for
transition period between
the mandate and the trans-

new Government of Pales-

We have concurred in the line taken
by the Delegation i.e. that for us to adminis-
ter~trusteeship for Palestine would be con-
trary to the Colonial Secretary's two declara-
tions of policy, provided it is made clear
that we are not going back on our undertaking
to put into effect a solution agreed between
Arabs and Jews.

10.
that the
efforts

Netherlands Resol ution recommending
Committee closely co-ordinate its

to draft
(a) proposals for a fair and practi-

cable solution of the Palestine
question as far as possible ac-
ceptable to both parties involve

(b) recommendations for the adequate
and effective implementation of
this solution, and

(c) recommendations for an early so-
lution of the problem of Jewish
refugees and displaced persons.

This
lays valuable
approve.

is quite unexceptionable
emphasis on (b) and (c).

d

and
We should

11. United States and Swedish Resolution
accepting the basic principles of the unani-
mous recommendations and the Majority Plan of
the Special Committee on Palestine as a basis
for its recommendations concerning the future
Government of Palestine.

of the
cannot

In view of the unsatisfactory nature
majority recommendations of UNSCOP we
approve this resolution. It is not

/easy
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Minutes.

-2-

easy to decide whether to abstain or to oppose
it. It may be argued that to abstain, in view
of our special experience of Palestine, would
be disingenuous and unhelpful. It would be
tantamount to voting against the resolution
but would not gain us corresponding credit
with the Arabs. On the other hand if we oppose
the resolution, we should, be involved in a
detailed discussion of the plan's merits and
would be more or less forced to suggest an
alternative.

On balance it is recommended that we
abstain and stick to our contention that any
resolution of this kind must take into account
the method of implementation.

12. United States Resolution to establish
a sub-committee to draw up a detailed plan in

Z accordance with the basic principles of the
unanimous recommendations and the Majority Plan
and to transmit it to the Ad Hoc Committee not
later than October 27th.

We should abstain for the same rea-
sons as given under 11. but might add that we

= .could approve such a resolution provided it
incorporated the Canadian suggestion under.13.

Z
13. Canadian Resolution to add to 12.

Z above the following: 'To consider the eer-
w cise of administrative responsibility in Pales-

tine during the transitional period, including

- the possibility of the application of chapter
XII of the Charter" and "to consider the method
by which the recommendations of the Ad Hoc

w Committee on the Palestinian question would be

put into effect".

o We should approve.

1t.. Uruguayan Resolution (No. 2) recom-
Z mending

(a) that the Ad Hoc Committee adopt
. as a basis for discussion the
o Majority Reportof the Special
Z Committee on Palestine

(b) that proposals may be submitted
or amendments proposed on ques-
tions of substance throughout
the period for which the matter
is under consideration by the
Ad Hoc Committee.

The resolution also contains various
detailed suggestions for an economic union,
the administration of Palestine during the
transitional period and the modification of the
boundaries recommended in the Majority Report.

We should abstain as regards (a) -
see note on 11. The Delegation should be given
discretion as regards voting on the other
points if they come up separately, since they
are entirely procedural.

/15.



Minutes.

15.
that the
Plan subj

Majority

Guatemalan Resolution recommending
General Assembly approve the Majority
ject to
(i) termination of the transitional

period not later than September
1st, 1949,

(ii)the replacement. of the mandatory
power by the United Nations as
administting authority during
the transitional period

(iii)the setting up of an internatio-
nal police force.

As this involves approval
Plan we should abstain.

of the

16. Colombian Resolution (No.2) to es-
tablish a Special Committee to study the ob-
servations contained in the UNSCOP report re-
garding the problem of Jewish displaced per-
sons in Europe and to prepare draft proposals
as to the manner in which member States could
contribute most effectively to the solution of
that problem.

We should approve.

17. Snesolution (No.2) to request
the International Court of Justice to give an
advisory opinion under Article 96 of the Char-
ter and chapter IV of the Statute of the Court
on various legal points arising from the man-
date in connexion with partition.

As we do not wish to give the im-
pression that we have anything to conceal as

regards the mandate, although the resolution

seems to be merely playing with time, we should
abstain rather than oppose.
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Minutes.

We have been left surprisingly in the dark
about procedure on Palestine in New York. We
have been told in New York telegram No. 2983
of a number of resolutions submitted to the
Committee, but we have not had any views from
the Delegation about them or any request for
instructions about the attitude they should
adopt, except on the single case of the Syrianresolution referred to in New York telegram No.
3002. Some of the resolutions raiser' important
questions of principle which are not properly
covered by the existing instructions to the
Delegation. We are considering the resolutions
with the Colonial Office and I hope to submit apaper very shortly. But meanwhile we ought to
send New York a telegram with reference to their
No. 3002 and we should take the opportunity
at the same time to ask them to be a little
more communicative.

I attach a draft.

/

22nd October, 1947.
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FRM N C YO

(From United

No. 2985
October 18th,1947.

Kingdom Delegation

D. 10.25

to United

p.. October
R. 9.59 a.m. October

Nations,

18th, i9re.
19th, 1947.

Repeated to High

Please pass

Commissioner Jerusalem

to Colonial

and Saving Washington.

Office.

Following is a summary of the 15 formal resolutions
which have so far been submitted to the Ad Hoc Committee
on the Palestinian question and on which discussion will
begin next week. Full texts of all these resolutions have
been sent by air bag.

1.
to bring

Colombia. Calling
acts of violence to

upon the
an early

peoples
end.

*f Palestine

2. El Salvador calling up on the Jewish Agency and the
Arab Higher Committee to a point three representatives each
to meet in conference to find common grounds of agreement
and to report to the General Assembly the results of the
meeting - the recoimmendations in the report to contain
adequate safeguards for religious interests.

3.
the United
fair share
inform the
tion given
of the I.R
and join t
plans.

4.
in Cyprus

United Kingdom recommending that each member of
Nations adopt urgent measures for settling a
of displaced persons and refugees in its country,
Secretary General of the results of the c onsidera-
to receiving in conformity with the principles
.0. its fair share of non repatriable persons
hrough the I.R.O. in the developmentof overall

Yugoslavia recommending
camps shall be admitted

that Jewish refugees now
to Palestine immediately.

5. Uruguay that immediate entry be granted into
Palestine to 50,000 Jewish children their mothers and
fathers and pregnant women at present in displaced persons
camps and in Cyprus and other places of detention or assembly.

6. Lebanon recommending that the Governments of
Member States refrain and prohibit nationals from giving
assistance in any form to immigrants destined for Palestine.

4
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7. Iraq to refer the following
International Court of Justice for an
under Article 96 of the Charter.

legal point
advisory op

to the
inion

"Did not the pledges given by Great Britain to
the Shereef Hussein of Mecca and her subsequent declarations

ises and assurances to the Arabs that in the event of
ed victory the Arab countries would obtain their
i endence include Palestine and its inhabitants?".

Egypt.

(1) To refer
for an advisory

to the Internation a

opinion the questiO "t
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whether (a) it lies within the competence of the General
Assembly to recommend any of the two solutions proposed I
the majority or by the minority of U.N.S.C.O.P. and (b) I
lies within the rights of any Member States or group of
Member States to implement any of the proposed solutions
without the consent of the people of Palestine.

(2) Upon receipt of
General Assembly to resume its
of the Palestine question.

the Courts{
examination

opinion
of this

9. Syria recommends that the United Kingdom prepare
an agreement under Article 79 of the Charter and suit it
for a proval to the General Assembly authorising Great
Brita nas administering authority, to complete her task
in Palestine during the transition period between the
termination of the mandate and the transfer of power to
the new Government of Palestine - this agreement to contain
revision for the establishment of a sovereign state for
he whole of Palestine on a democratic basis and for the

election of Constituent Assembly and the enactment of a
constitution on the lines of the now familiar Arab plans

10. Netherlands: the committee closely to co-
ordinate its efforts to draft (a) proposals for a fair
and practicable solution of the Palestine question as far
as possible acceptable to both parties involved
(b) recommendations for the adequate and effeetive
implementation of this solution and (c) recemendations
for an early solution of the problem of Jewish refugees
and displaced persons.

11. United States and Sweden:

To accept the basic principles of the unanimous

recommendations and the majority plan of the special
committee on Palestine as a basis for its recommendations
concerning the future Government of Palestine.

12. United States:

To establish a Sub Committee C.3

(
Government
principles
plan

1)
of
of

(2)
recommendations

To draw up a
Palestine In
the unanimous

detailed plan f
accordance with

recommendations

To incorporate this
and

plan

or
the

an

the future
basic

d the ma jo

in the form of

(5) To
Ad Hoo Coamitt e
27th October.

transmit these recommendations
on the Palestinian question not

to the
later than

15. Canada:

To add the following to the terms of reference
ot eSub Cmttee proposed in the United States resolu-
tieson h at d12.2 aboVe. "To consider the exercise of administrative
ran ib tin Palestine during the transitional period
incl l ig the possibility of th/ application of Chapter f

/of

the
phase

'a)

I-

I(0

(0

D c)

A
70

C)

0
'I

r-

0

s

rity

-+

._ v

° '
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- -

of the Charter" and
recommend nations of
question would be p

Itt
the
ut

o consider methods
Ad, Ho4 Committee

into eff et".

by
on

whioh the
the Palestinian

Uruguay

(a)
for discussion
on palestine

That the Ad
the majority

Hoc Coirftttee
report of the

adopt as a basis
Special Committee

proposed
which the
Committee

(b) That propsals may be submitted or
on questions of substance throughout the
master is uader considerationby the Ad 

amendments
period for
Hoc

The Urgaresolution also Contains proposals for

modification of the boundaries reothed n h ajorty

report for the setting up of a sub a itttee to study the
pa for economic union, this sub omittenh a

operation of b Higher Committee
teJwsA n anthArbH rC®in its work and fPor transfer b the mandatory power to the

Unit ain of the administration of ?alestiROe during

the transitional period, the United Nations to. exercise itsar vsinlcuil onstgofie
authority through aprvsina suei snuitlg f iv
mebe rs, three appointed by the General sebyLr
citizens of Meber States and two to be appointed by cten ,Aeythe

General eAssembly on the proposal of the Jewish theAra HiherC ande

15.
approve
for

GuatemalEa-
the majority

to recommend
plan, subject

that the General Assembly
to amendments providing

(1) termination of the transitional period not

later than 1st Sepember 1949- either of the States to have
the right within this period to request its indeapefdefc sif

it ean prove that it has comlied withn theta conditions tated

in arar 2 thf recommendation (a) in Chapter 
VI of the

U.N.S.C.O.p. report.

S C (2) the replacement of the mandatory power by the

United Natils 8s administerig authr uring t tra
ecrnd the authority to be exercie hog oyo he

State Abr thter tan th fiv perane nt members of the
security Council

(5) the setting h up of aninternatiofal police
forcoe to ensure order dun ng th e transitional period.this
fore to be capored of military contingets from States
Meors ter thaperanetebers of the Security CouncilM thertigents taerntedareferably of volunteers but

until such are available be rawl from the regular forces

of the States members

be fixed by te

(5) the
psermanlent members of

(6)

the numbers and composition
administering dlegateS

(ost
the

of the firce to be
Secure ity'- Council

berne by the five

the States eabers of the United Nations ti

/take

14.

ff,1-

of this force



take "such measures as the Charter prescribes, in
the event of either the Arab or the Jewish people
attempting to disturb the peace and take measures
against an State or States which after ito-daY s
date moait nsy aot of aggessien against either

of the peoples ef Palestine".

Foreign Office please pass to High
Commissioner Jerusalem as my telegram No. 105.

[Copies sent to Tel:e ar1 S je

O ass
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Your telegram

Syrian resolut ion

We agree

No. "OO2 !of

M.

October 21st:

on Palestine 7.

with the line

provide it is madetw

.e/-e-o r dertakirg

ponsibility for giving

which agreement

and the Jews.

any trustee-ship

you are taking

clear that we

to assume

effect to

is reached between

It does

agreement

not however

would be

the

any

res-

plan on

the Arabs

appear that

required

for the above purpose.

2. The above is being repeated

Damascus for the guidance of H. M.

to

Charge

d'Affaires.

3. /Not

sidering

to Damascus/. We

the resolution repet'ted

telegrams..Noos. 2983

'Nos. 11 aj':2.

gui efrom us in

resolutions

to. have
41'

sending

ion we

and 2992 and in

6u will

regard

presumab

to votinX

and it will be

your preliminary

final

should particularly

observatio

in your

particular

ly require
I

g on *.te

convenie
n 4

ns before

In this connect-

like to know more

a15ut th e -nuee-1 procedure
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IThis telegram isOf partiCUlar s 7ec rc and ola d be

retained by, the authors ciitardropaedn]

E' 9780/951/31
Confidential

WORLD ORGANISATION DIST,,,R TI9
Cypher/0TP-

FROM FOREIGN t CE TO NB YOK

(To United Kingdom Delegation to United Nations)

No. 361*. D. 9.15. p.x. 22nd October
191.?

22nd October 1917.

Repeated to Washington No. 1092)..
RDamascus No. 539.

Your telegram No. 3002 [of October 21st: Syrian

resolution on Palestine.]

We agree with the line you are taking provided it

is made clear that we are notgoinga for giving effet
taking to assume the responsibiliY reached between t
to any plan on which agreement shaever appear that
Arabs and the Jews. It does erotequredpfr the

any trustee-ship agreement would be required for the

above purpose.

2. he bone is being repeated to Damaascus for

the TheiabCofvise j stY s Oargd d Affairel.
the guidane ofHis Ma e eaDasusfo

3 [Not to Damascus] We are considering the

resolutions reported in your telegrams ou 2983resb

2992andin articular Nos. 11 and 12. You will rmoreib~
2992 and in pac r Ns nr rd to voting on the wore
require guidance from us an wil be convenient to have
important resolutions andtins before sending final views.

your preliminary oebserva d rticularly.like to know

Inthis coni~roni we shuld prticlarly lk oko

In thexpo due which is being adopted since the
oreabout the peral debate.

close of the geneldba.

11 /1"i

i

r'
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OUT FILE

22nd October,

dear Ivor,

Thank you for your letter

of the 16th October

Palestine.

I have read it with

interest.

Yours

rd.)

sincerely,

ER; .T 3 E VJN

M.P.INor Thomas,

1947.

My

Escq.,
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The
this Telegram
we can handle

Secretary of State has minuted

: "We must give thought as to

this bewilderment".

how

The Iraqi press and public are notoriously

the most ntranasigentamongst all 
the Arab states

on tesbject of Palestine. The fact that thethsujc

American Congressmen have been advised not to visit

a will abea salutary indication to the United

States of Arab feeling on the issue. The Arabs

are now hurt and disappointed to see themselves,

as they think, abandoned by two result Great
the U. S. and the U. S.S. R.. A s a resultereiatia
Bitain is being given due credit for her impartial

attitude.

Our decision to withdraw from Palestine

has regained us our freedom of manoeuvre vis-avis

both sides. As regards the Arabs,it has absolved

us from any responsibility for imposing a pro-Arab

solution while retaining Arab 
goodwill. I suggest

that, in order to maintain this position on the

lines indicated in the Secretary of State's Minute,
we must avoid any signs that we might hang on in
wae mste Thei anArabs will interpret any such
sialsin. indication that we were prepar ing to,

propose a Zionist solution.($e.- S AMp k w~eC

2iOcoe7r,19q373(347

(J. a. S f )
22nd Oct ober 14 7.
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[This teerat is of
retained by the auth

part icula

particular secrecy
recipient

and shouldI
not passed

Cypher/OTP:

FROM BAGD DTO FORIGNFFICE.

4 D.. 6.. 47 a.mu.*1;iv

No. 965

Repeated

ber, 1924.7.

to United

R. 9. 09 a.rm.

Kin gd o il Delegation

20th October,

20th October,

1947.

19.7.

Uew York
Cairo B.i....0.
Cairo Saving
Damascus Saving.
Beirut Saving
sanan Saving
Jedda Saving
Jerusalem Saving

R3STRICLD

ivEy telegram l No. 918.

RC;&cions i
for partition of

2.
sty ticnt

n Iraq
palest

to
ine

The Goverflflnt
of i,.r Joh:son by

congresstifl (see rly to;leg
siblc press dvoct Cs hal

relations with the United
air lincs.

In the

;r

C-. s of Rus
Ually strong, no less than

oqu violent ation, and one a:
;action should be i:cdit.
support
affords

for Lionise to ot
for infiltr, ti -n of

view expressed frequently

thearcAmiearican and Russian
angry, alarmed and

support
confused..

have cxpressod their reaction
rf using to receive the Americafn
in No. 955). The Moro ir'respon-
war, rupture of diplomatic

St ates and an embargo on her

press co' enlt hsE.s been

six newspapers are in favou.r
f the:a proposes that such

O ne paper c-t tributes

0osjbil-ty thet iu igr
Co :Tlunis~a. I have h e

Russia n
a tio

The opnnnents of

selves with the set bac

to cause to the spread
The more violent
as [gp undoc] Party
previously bcn for
Russia.

shc
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k t
Communismn have consoled them-"
at Russia's action is likely

of Co ilu rism0 inArab count riesc
ga nd oc] s of extremle Right such
ed some disapoifntmrt.. They had

t in ur ing the Arabs to turn to

5
of these

io-1 innamnt with United Nations

internationa-l charters and promise"
h@ s- increased"Enough

newsp aper.
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w~r.

6. All of these reactions are largely unthinking,
responsible men are engaged in trying to forecast [gp undec]
attitude of.His Miajesty's Government , They believe
that Britain will no withdraw and leave a vacuum and they
arc hoping against hope that withdrawal will take place
in accordance with arrangements between His hiajesty's
Government and Arab States. (c.f. Beirut telegram No..
720, paragraph 2). Evcn amongst responsible editors
however there appears to be little appreciation of the
fa-ct that the Jews.-of Palestine amount in themselves
to a foraiidable force and they cling to a belief that
the Arabs can denl with Yishuv given neutralization of
United States and benevolent neutrality of His iiajosty's
Government.

Forcign.Office please pass to United Kingdom Dele-
gation New York as my telegram No. 13.

[Repcatcd to U.K.Dol. Nei York.

2 2 22

4-0

4 .
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leg'eNm NO. 965 o 18th OctoberB from Bagad
to 1poFgOftfioe.

Paagrph 4 line 4 houd ead "The iore
violent nt i.lUpSrialisti of the .x shuch

as h. Istiql party showed sa.e disappoin 't."

0 ORMI[ ATIONB DEPAR NENT.

23rd. October, 197.
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy and
retained by the authorised recipient and not

7 o

should be
passed on]

Cypher/0TP CA BINET DI STRIBUT ION

FROM BAGDAD

Mir merW
No. 9 65
18th October, 191).7.

D. 6. 47

R. 9. 09

FICE

a.m. 20th

t
A
E ie

a. m. 20th October,

l'

990

1947.

Repeated to United Kingdoa Delegation New York
Cairo B.. E.O.
Cairo Saving
Damascus Saving
Beiru.t saving
A mman Saving
Jedda Saving
Jerusalem Saving

1.y telegram No. 918.

i."- .. / I

Reactions in Iraq to
for partition of Palestine

the American
are angry,

and RusSin
alarmed ana

support
confused.

2. The Government have expressed their reaction to

statement of Mr Johnson by ref using to receive the American

Con ressmen (see my telear No. 955). The more irrespon-
siba press advocates holy war,rupture of diplomatic
relations with the United States and an embargo on her

air lines.

3 In the case of Russia, press comment has been

equally strong, no less than six newspapers are in favour

of violent action, and one ,of them proposes that such

action should be immediate. One paper attributes Russian

support for Zionism to the possibility that immigration

affords for infiltration of Communism. I have heard this

view expressed frequently in official circles.

4.The opponents of Communism have consoled them-

selves with the set back that Russia's action is likely

to cause to the spread of Comnunism in Arab countries

The more violent anti [gp undec] s of extreme Right such

as [gp un6eo] Party showed some disap pointment. They had

previously been foremost in urging the Arabs to turn to

Russia.

5"
of these
newspaper

DisillUSionment with.Uited
international charters and
.

/

Nations..bas- inreased "Enui
promises" says one

6. -Jo

SL_-___

TO FOREIGN OF
0.
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6. All of these reactions are largely unthinking,
responsible men are engaged in trying to forecast (gp undec]
attitude of His Majesty's Government . They believe
that Britain will noL withdraw and leave a vacuum and they
are hoping against hope that withdrawal will take place
in accordance with arrangements between His Majesty's
Government and Arab States. (c.f. Beirut telegram No.
720, paragraph 2). Seven amongst responsible editors
however there appears to be little appreciation of the
fact that the Jews of Palestine amount in themselves
to a formidable force and they cling to a belief that
the Arabs can deal with Yishuv given neutralization of
United States and benevolent neutrality of His Majesty's
Government. --

Foreign Office please pass to United Kingdom Dele-
gation New York as my telegram No. 13.

[Repeated to IJ.K.Del. New York]-
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En Clair GENERAL DISTRIBUTION

FROM CAIRO TO FORT1IGN OF i
Mr. *Bker
No. 2057 D. 11.20 a.m. 20th October, 1947.

20th October,# 1947. 20th October,

Repeated to Moscow
Amman

)
)
)
)

Saving
(
(
(.

Jerusalem
Jedd ag

Following
de1lr ation of

su ics Arabic press comment on Russian
support of partition of Palestine.

'Journal d'.gypteof 14th Qtober om.plains that
United States Goterment has played into Moscow's hands by
suggeting international police force for Palestine.
Article argues that Russians have skilfully a suetd their
entry int o Middle E ast for indefinite period since they will
*vidently participate in international police f eorc.
Article includes by saying this is ,ruel buxt salutary
deception for Arab countries since it dispels their illusion,
created by Russian attitude (? in Egyptiin case, that
Russia was their friend and shmpion of independene.

. 'lMokattam' of 15th October considers Russia's attitude
was to be expected in view of line Poland had taken owing,
'Mokattw' suggests, to desire to rid herself of Jews. If
Russia happen to side with Arabs' causes, she only does so
in her own interests.

3. 'Assas' of 1 6th October remarks t
enemies, United States and Russia are
on Palest in. guestion. Alleges that
Palestine and indeed whole Arab orient

hat, althoi
f'or once
their att
proves t2

azism is still alive, its new victim being the s
ussia has now lost sympathy of East which she hi
weeks earlier. Indeed she has lost more than
United States since United States had been accuse
under Zionist influx no. f or ye ars. Fr om Russ~
on Security Council Arabs had thought of her as
side. How great was their deweption when it v
her Government too had imbibed spirit of Nazism.

ugh declared
in agreement
itude to
hat spirit ofsmall States.
ad won a::tew
the
sed of being
Lan attitude
on their

was found that

4. 'Ikhwan-el-Muslimeen' of 15th October considers that
Ar abs will wleea js that Russia supports the partition of
Palestine with lively satisfaction. British ani oAmericans
had always alleged that Arab movements for independence were
not due to political maturity but caused by foreign hands,
their allusion being to Russia. They even said that c

XKiddle East must remain under yoke of imperialism so t
this strategic zone should be protected against Commun

Nw

E t

1947.
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New it is clear, concludes article
neither to Right nor to Loft, that
Palestine is essentially Arab and
behind it.

that Ar abs have le
their movement in

that ne foreign hand

5. Same paper of 17th October carried lengthy article
arguing that Russia's support of Egyptian cause in
Security Council was only political move aimed against
British so that Russia might gain strategic outlet in
Mediterranean. Article sums up Russia s aims [ ? em. j

Imposing Jews en Palestines -

(A) to cause revolution in Arab
United Nations' approval of

world following
partition scheme;

(B) to overthrew British mandate;

(C) to secure participation of
international police force
in event of enforcement of
and

(D) destruction of E-stern
dome racy had welcomed
Russian expansion.

Russian force in
sent to Palestine
partition scheme;

Mediterranean Frept
as bulwark against

which

6. 'Shoala' of 17th Octeher, after publishing report from
New York correspondent to effect that Russia aims by this
move at destruction of Anglo-Saxon blo, warns Arabs against
these PomrTrs who pretend to show sympathy for thun while out
to achieve their own ends.

7.
for

'Ashbarel-Ysm' considers Russian attitude stab in back
Arabs.
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Cypher/0TP x~21 OCT P Y___N

F OM NW YORK TO FOREIGN OFFICE
(From United Kingdom Delegation to United Nations)

No. _7D. 4.00 p.m. 18th October, 1947.

18th October, 1947. R. 6.16 p.m. 18th October, 1947

Please pass to Jerusalem.

[Begins].

Addressed to High Commissioner Palestine telegram No.
102 of 18th October.

Top Secret.

Personal for Gurney from MacGillivray.

Your telegram No. 1923.

Press reports may have led you to suppose that there
has been much activity here behind the scenes of which the High
Commissioner has not been kept informed; in fact during the
period of the general debate just concluded, accounts of which
have been sent daily to the High Commissioner, this has not
been so, at least on the part of United Kingdom Delegation
which, in adherence to the terms under which the matter was
referred to the United Nations has been obliged, while keeping
in ear close on the ground, to take a somewhat passive role at
this early stage. Assume High Commissioner received the
Secretary of State's Top Secret and Personal telegram of
7th October; he will new also have received the more up to
date appreciation of the position which is contained in the
Secretary of state's telegrams from here Nos. 97 and 98 of
17th October - and he will have seen Foreign Office telegram to
Cairo No. 1925. There is really nothing to add. As to the
likely course of future events your guess is as good as ours.
All that can at present be discerned through the fog is the
emergence of a Jewish state in some shape; but how and just
when it will come into being cannot yet be judged. The Jewish
Agency appear confident that they will obtain a two-thirds
majority in favour of partition in the Assembly; the Arabs
eo the other hand claim to have rallied sixteen negative votes
and hope to obtain additions to this number or abstentions
sufficient to secure its rejection. If the vote were to be
taken how it would undoubtedly be a close affair, but the
situation may change in the next few weeks in the course of
the detailed study in sub-committees of the implications of
partition of which till new some members, who have declared
themselves in favour in principle, have only a superficial
acquaintance. In any event the Jewish Agency do not seem to be
in the least optimistic (and this lack of optimism is shared
by most delegations) that, should a plan of partition be

/adopted



AssemblY, an effective instrument .of enforcement
wil be agree& pen and brought into being by the Unitod Nations
in tie to replace the present British Administration. Nevertheless

they would still wish it weuld seem, despite the absence of means
of enforcement to have the general blessing of the Assembly to
a plan of partition provide it was, generally as favourable
to them as that recommended by U.N. S.C.0.P.; for then with the
moral support of the United Nations and possibly active support
from some individual member states, they would be able themselves
to give effect to the plan so long as they were to keep within
the boundaries approved. Their great present anxiety appears
to, be lest the withdrawal of British forces should. take place
in such a way as te give the Arabs a strategical advantage: they
are watching closely for any indication of such intention.

LCopy sent to Telegraph Section Colonial Office for

retransmission t o. Jeruslame).

0 0 0 0
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WORLD ORGANISATION DISTRIBUT ION

FROM NEW YORK
(From United Kingdom

:.

No, 2986

20th October,

Repeated

1947.

TO FOREIGN
Delegation

D. 10.55

R. 5.25

OFFICE
to United Nations)

a.m. 20th October,

p.m. 20th October,

1947

1947

to High Commissioner Palestine
Washington Saving

49 prepared speeches were made in the general
debate on Palestine, .the 6 Arab States contributing
14 of them. Of the 51 delegations which spoke 14
declared themselves for partition and 12 against while
the remaining 5 (including the United Kingdom) were
non-committal. Judging from lobby gossip the proportion
of silent delegations which favour partition is higher
than those against.

Foreign
to Jeruslem

Office please pass
as ray telegram No.

to Colonial Office and
105.

[Copies sent
for r*eetitioan to

to Telegraph Section Colonial Office
Jerusalem].
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En Clair

FROM NIW

WORLD ORGANISATION

YORK TO FOREIGN

(From United Kingdom Delegation

DI 'ZBt0 f lN

OFFICE

to United Nations)

No. 2992 D. 5.35

20th October 1947

p.m. 20th October 1947

R. 4.50 a.m. 21st October,

Repe ated to High Cmissioner
Washington

Je rusalei
Saving

GLANT

Please pass to Colonial

Ad following
in ay telegram No.

Office.

to summary of Resolutions
2985, ;;

w

contained

16. Colombia. To establish a sub-Committee te study
the observations contained in the U.N.S.C.0.P. report
with regard to the preblenm of Jewish displaced persons i

urope and to prep are draft proposals s to the manner
in which Member States could contribute most effectively
to the solution of that problem.

17. Syria. To request the International Court of
Justice to give an advisory opinion unerlArtfcle'96 of
Charter and Chapter IV of the Statute of the Uourt on
the following questions:

(1) Are the terms of the Act of mandate consistent
with the Covenant of the League especially its paragraph
4 Article 22 and with the fundam mental rights of peoples
and their rights of self determination and international
law?

(2)
objects
Charter
referred

Is a possible
of the . andate
and with the ul
to in Chapter

plan of partition consistent with t
and with the principles of the
timate fate of andated territories
XII of the Charter?

(5) Does the plan
forcible execution fall
General Assembly.

of partition
within the

in its adoption
jurisdiction of

[inds]

Foreign
No. 106.

Office please pass to Jerusalem as my telegram

[Cpies sentI
for retransmission

to Telegraph Section
to Jerussal]

Colonial Office
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Cypher/OTP DEPAR6TMENTAL NO.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN

(Frcmi United Kingdom Delegation to United Nations)

2o 3002
21st October, 1927

D. 11.45
R. 6.00

a.m.
p.m.

21st
21st

October,
October,

Repeated to Damascus
Washington Saving

IMPORTANT

Damascus

Pale stine.

£

1E
0

9852
telegram to you No.

1 1)

The Syrian resolution recommepgs a typIsteeship
agreement providing for the early establshment of a
unitary democratic state in Palestine 9&) the lines of
the now familiar Arab Plan. Without egiticising the
objective of this proposal we are pointing out ere
that we could not in any circumstances undertae to
administer a trusteeship over Palestine since this
would be contrary to the two declarations of policy
made by the Colonial Secretary.

Fore ig
telegram No.

Office please pass to Damascus

{Repeated to Damascus]
[Copy sent to M.E.Secretariat]
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should
be retain by a A sed recipient and not
passed or

Oypher/OT O D ORQANISATION

L22 C Mi
FR oRIGN OFFICE.

(From United Kingdom Delegation to United
Nations)

, 5004. D. 1.45 p.m. 21st October,1947.

21st October
1917. R. 8.40 p.m. 21st October,1947.

Repeated to Washington (saving).

0ONFIDEITIAL.

Following for Foreign Secretary from
Colonial Secretary.

[Begins] Your telegram No. 5577.

Our delegation and I are puzzled by the
Shertok and Weizmann statement for there has
been no weakening on any point made in a r
first address to Palestine C ittee. Our
position retains exactly the same. It is
perhaps wishful thinking on their part.
It may be that for first time they realised
that we were prepared to censl.der participation
with other nations in a United Nations policy
if only on the basis that we must take into
account the inherent justice of the scheme
and the extent to which force would be
required te give effect to it.

[Ends].
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u))
I. .C.(N.Y.)(4'/) II 22n meeting.

15th October, 1947. V

RECORD OF THE 2nd MEETING OF THE UNITED

KINGDOM DELEGATION TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

HELD AT THE EMPIRE STATE BUILDING ON

WEDNESDAY. 15th OCTOBER. 19A7. AT 9.15 A.M

1. REORTS FROM COMMITTEES.

Palestine 19

The Minister of State asked the Colonial Secretary whether 
he

would be prepared to make a statement on the Palestine question.

The Colonial Secretary said that the opinion of the Committee

seemed to be hardening in favour of partition and that a recommendation in 
8

this sense would probably be the final outcome. The Arabs showed no signs

of relenting in their opposition. The Jews, on the other hand, were showing

signs of anxiety, since they were well aware 
that partition could only be

effective if it were enforced. Nevertheless they had so far refused to enter

into any discussions with the Arabs since they feared that 
the chances of

partition might thereby be diminished

In the Palestine Committee there was a disposition to reconsider

the boundaries recommended in the majority report, and many of the'more 00
00 0

obvious injustim3 had been acknowledged by various delegations. The t

Committee were, however, chary of facing up to the implications 
of enforcement,

In particular, the United States took the view that the British

administration should continue during the transitional period. 
They thought

that the United Nations should give advice and financial assistance, 
and

supervise the activities of the British administration 
and proceed at the

same time gradually to take over the administration from the 
British.

Eventually the United Nations would also provide 
a security force. The

United States were fighting shy of enforcement 
and, they claimed that such

enforcement as might be necessary would not require a major 
operation.

They suggested that an international police force would be enough, In our

view this was both unreal and unwise. A volunteer police force would be

/composed



composed mainly of Jews and it would be inevitably 
weak and inexperienced.

It would itself have an extremely 
difficult task and its very 

nature would

render the task of the administering 
power, which was in any 

case

complicated by extremism 
on both sides, more difficult 

than it was already,.

The United States view 
was inacceptable to His 

Majesty's

Government.. It had been 
decided that there should 

be a withdrawal from

Palestine and we were decided 
to carry out this decision 

after a given

period, Details of withdrawal 
were being studied in 

London. The problems

which revealed themselves 
were formidable, in many 

cases more so than had

been thought at first and 
it was possible that withdrawal 

would take longer

than had originally been 
foreseen. But be that as it might, 

it was certain

that withdrawal would take 
place soon.

The Colonial Secretary 
said that he was due to 

make a statement

on 16th October. He would emphasize the need for a more realistic 
approach

and for a thorough going 
revision of the United 

States' proposal. He would

also take the opportunity 
to re-state our position 

as regards enforcement

of the final solution 
to be adopted.

His Majesty's Government 
could not identify themselves 

with any

solution. It was because they had 
failed to settle the problem 

of

Palestine that they had 
applied to the United Nations 

for advice as to the

shape which the future Government 
of Palestine should take. 

They were

still awaiting this advice and 
could therefore not take 

part in the

discussion To do so would require the 
submission of a scheme 

of their

own which .in view of the existing suspicions 
harbored in many parts 

of the

world, would inevitably 
provoke accusations that 

His Majesty's Government

were shirking their obligations 
and were seeking to secure 

the authority of

the United Nations for 
their own policies.

As regards enforcement, the Colonial Secretary said that he would

make it clear that His Majesty's 
Government would not administer raLeitsh rh

on the basis of any plan which did not 
have the agreement

rbs So far there had been no attempt on the part of either 
party to -

reach a compromise. There could be no doubt that the only hope of solution

/of the



of the problem lay in some kind of accomodation between the two parties. 
It

was possible, in spite of the fiery talk on the Arab side, that there was

some weakening in their determination to resist partition plans by 
forces

Their attit-'de to date might perhaps be a manoeuvre. In any case no

accommodation could be found until the United Nations had declared

themselves. If His Majesty's Government considered th&: the solution

recommended was just, they would consider whether they could participate

in it in any way, Lut there could ti ~co question of putting into effect the

solution by themselves. In this co-mection it was essential that the

question of enforcement and its im>.ications 
should be worked out in all 4.ts

details since suforceme.t and the question of future administration of

Palestine were inseparably connected.

As regards :iniigration, the Co2onial Secretary said that we had

been embarrassed by various resoluions which had been submitted. These

involve the alteration of the prese:'.t quota figure for 
immigration into

Palestine and constituted a very difficult problem, The quota could not be

altered without the acques:oo of the Arabs,

The Colonial Secretary concluded his statement by saying that it

was expectoa to ciose the General Datate before the end of the week, The

Jewish Agency and the Arab High Cemmission were then to 
be given an

opportunity to speak and sub-committees would start 
in the following week,

Following the Colonial Secretary's statement the Minister of State

said that he thought that the Colc.al Secretary should include in the

statement which he was to make before the Palestine Committee a reference to

the responsibility of the United States in the organisation of illegal

immigration.

Some blunt language was also needed about the lack of realism 
of

the proposals submitted by them. D:: Evatt, he thought, was anxious to get

a paper solution fairly soon, It was probable that he would get such a.

solution. This would be most unsatisfactory from our point of view since

id would inevitably be used against us.

/As regards



As regards the Syrian resolution which proposed the continuation

of the administration by the mandatory Power, the Minister of State

thought it equally unrealistic. It appeared not to take into account the

determination of His Majesty s Government to withdraw from Palestine. It

would involve consultation with all other parties involved, including

presumably the United States and other countries with large Jewish popula-

tions. Such consultation would not only delay matters but greatly

increase the difficulties in attaining a satisfactory solution,

The Attorney General expressed concern about the probable

reactions to the Colonial Secretaryt s statement. Any discussion was unreal in

the absence of a fixed date for withdre;2l. The failure to explain and

to emphasize the consequences of w ithdrawal mako it more unreal still

since very few of the Delegations haC any idea of what these consequences

would be. He thought that the attitude of His Majesty's Government was

somewhat disingenuous; they were not asking for advice, they were throwing

in their hand, In fact they were presenting the United Nations with an

ultimatum. The Attorney General thought : t essential to make the position

clear to Commonwealth governments. From conversations with Commonwealth

representatives he was convinced that they wore unaware that we had no

proposal of our own to make and he did not think that they knew how w.

should vote. They did not appreciate the need we felt not to alienate

Arab states and did not seem to reala'c that British participion in any

solution recommended was very unlikely.

In the discussion which followed there was general agreement with

the views expressed by the Attorney General especially as regards the need

for stating a date or even a target date for withdrawal. The meeting

noted that His Majesty's Government were not prepared to suggest or to

commit themselves to support any schcrao. It was pointed out that this

placed His Majesty's Government and the United Kingdom delegation in an

invidious position particularly as of all the nations in the United Nations

the Unitud Kingdom alone fully understood the problems involved and alone might

be able to propose a workable solution or to advise as to the best means of

achieving one. It was agreed however that in fact it was very improbable

that any of the solutions proposed could work and that the matter had been

/taken



taken to the United Nations with the object of fixing responsibility.

Since the United Nations was an international body we conid not be accused

of exerting pressure or of seeking to defend our imperial interests. To

submit schemes or give advice to the UniTed Nations would entail British

participation in the enforcement of any solution adopted and the

responsibility was too heavy. Mr. Youngor asked whether it would not be

possible to lay down a date on which withdrawal would begin, if the United

Nations failed to reach a solution. This might induce the United Nations

to face up to the problem with more realism than it had hitherto displayed.

The Colonial Secretary then explained that His Majesty's

Government had not put forward any particular scheme because they did not

wish to prejudice the position in any waye In fact the partition proposed

resembled in some respects the Bevin and Morrison proposals. Like them,

it presupposed economic unity, and the viability of the two states

concerned; although there was a formal division of territory in the case of

the partition plan, the, local autonomy granted to the two new- states

would in practice amount to much the same as that which they would have

received under the Bevin-Morrison proposals. The result would probably work

out in a way very much in keeping with his Majesty's Government's ideas.

The Colonial Secretary went on to say that we had had to face

criticisms about Palestine for the last twenty or thirty years. It was inCO

many ways because of this criticism and because of the attitude adopted by

the Powers that the Palestine solution proved insoluble and it was for that

reason that it was now being submitted to the United Nations. To suggest

a scheme to the United Nations would inevitably provoke further suspicions
far

and condemnations. In the circumstances, it was/better to propose

nothing and bring it home to all concerned that a ready, easy solution was

impossible. As regards the date of withdrawal, the matter was under

consideration in London but he was unable to say anything further about it

for the momen,. He thoughihat Mr. Yoangerts proposal would force the

United Nations to agree to a solution without regard to its practicability.

If so, His Majesty t s Government would find themselves in a worse position

than before.

1r. Hadow



Mr. Hadow said that as regards the Latin American States,

it was important in order to obtain their co-operation that the state-

ment to be made by the Colonial Secretary should not contain or imly

a condemnation of the United Nations -. Mr, Henderson said that many

Delegations had inquired of him what in His Majesty's Government's opinion

was a just solution? When would the United Kingdom Delegation express

themselves on this subject? In the General Debate? Or in the Sub-

Committee? The Minister of State'pointed out that there could be no

answer tt this stage to this question. It was inevitablo that the

Soviet or some ofher Delegation wc-.ld follow the same tactics which we had

adopted in respect of Greece's northern neighbours in the debate on the

Greek question and would insist on an indication of our intention to

co-operate in any solution recommended'

/2, INTERM



94L

Z. INTERIM COMIT TEE.

Mr. Jebb explained the various pointskon which the draft 
French

resolution differed from that sugge;Aeod by the United Kingdom Delegation.

The Attorney General said that he would like to have our own resolution

circulated before making his statement in Committee 1 on October 16th.

It was pointed out, however, that since the Commonwealth Delegations might

have some amen-d.ments to suggest at the Commonwealth meeting on October 16th

and since it would be difficult to obtain full publicity in the United

Kingdom press for the Colonial Secretary's speech on Palestine 
and for the

Attorney Generalts speech on the Imterim Committee which was being made 
the

same day, it would be better to postpone the Attorney General's speech if

possible until the end of the Generl Debate on the Interim Committee in

Committee 1. The United Kingdom resolution need therefore not be circulated ~

until October 17th.

3. ECONOMIES IN DOCUMENTATION TRANSLATION.

There were no objections raised to the report of the Advisory

Committee (A/C. 5/168). 7

4. ECONOMI C COMMISSION FOR ASIA AND T}H FAR EAST. .

The meeting approved the brief on this subjoc (I.O.C. (N.Y.) (47)

II1(32)).

5. AMENDMENTS TO PROVISIONAL RULE'F PROCEDURE .

The Minister of State said that he had not had time to read Mr.

Bathurst's memorandum I.O.C. (N.Y.) (47) II.(31) and since he must close 0o

the meeting, he would prefer to have it discussed at the next Delegation

meeting. It was agreed that since the matter was due for discussion in

Sub-Committee 3 of the Sixth Committee in the afternoon of October 16th,

objections on the part of any member of the Delegation should be communicated

to Mr. Bathurst before mid-day on Oc.tober 16th. It was agreed that Mr.

Younger's proposal for a re-draft of the rules narrowing down the powers 
of

Committee 5 should be discussed between Mr. Bathurst, Mr Younger, Sir

William Mathews and the Minister of State later in the day.

6. KOREA.

Mr. Lawford said that the United States Delegation were considering

our objections to their proposed resolution about Korea and that they appeared

to see the force of them. He said that he had arranged to meet the Americans

and would circulate a minute recording the result of his conversation.
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CORIENDUM.

Plo aso note the following corrections s

(1) Page One - Line 103 for "to advise, mr government "

read "to traduce my government".

(2) Page 2 - Line 28: The passage commencing "and in spite of"

up to "in recent years" must be obliterated.

(3) Page 6 - Line 2: This sentence must now read as follows:s

"In short His Majesty's Government will not accept the

responsibility for enforcement either alone or in the major

role.

(4) Page 6 - Line 29: This must now read "law in Palestine.

This factor greatly influences" etc.

(5) Page 8 - Line 16: a comma is essential after

"responsibility to".
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Speech to be delivered by he
Right Honourable Arthur Creech-Jns,...-P .

in she AdHoc nC aatte ,pn the PalijL
Question on Thirsday, 16th October 194l7.

Before the General Discussion concludes 
and the Committee examines

suggestions which have emerged for resolving 
the Palestine problem, I desire

to make some observations, though in some respects it will be 
necessary for

me to reiterate some of the points in my earlier statement.

It was to be expected that in the public discussion of the problem

which Palestine presents, certain harsh and inaccurate 
statements should

be made regarding the policy of the Mandatory 
Government and the work of the

British authority in Palestine. We do not complain of fair and disinterested

criticism. It has been easy enough -for those without responsibility 
-for

those with their own interests to promote to advise my Government. But

my silence must not be interpreted to mean 
that I endorse inaccuracies and

prejudices and that there is no answer to 
the criticisms; rather, it should

be understood that whatever the temptation to me 
to reply, my Delegation feel

that in present circumstances no purpose is served 
by recriminatory talk

when the Palestine problem is so difficult and grave as it is. It demands

from all of us understanding, and as little prejudice 
as possible.

His Majesty's Government is now surrendering 
the Mandate over

Palestine with, I note, general approval. The United Kingdom set out 30

years ago to establi 1. a National Home 
for the Jewish people and undertook

to do nothing which might prejudice the civil and 
religious rights of

existing non.-Jewish coLmunites in Falestine. It undertooI2- with

international endorsement, to facilitate Jewish 
immigration under suitable

conditions and to encourage close settlement by Jews 
on the land while

ensuring that the rights and position of other sect.:3 
of the population

are not prejudiced. It has proved a thankless, and ultimately an

impracticable, responsibility for, L the nature of things, neither Jews

nor Arabs have been satisfied that their rights and claims have been fully

acknowledged by the Mandatory; neither have felt able to assume genuine

responsibility in government or administration and neither have been

/prepared
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prepared to acknox ledge differences and find some mutual accommodation. In

the circumstances, the Mandate has proved self-contradictory and to a great

extent unworkable. Nevertheless, the National Iome has been established,

a Jewish community of over 6000,000' has been built up, tho Arab population

has doubled, social standa.'ds havo improved and economic activities have

increased to the advantag of everyone. The services of the modern s tato

have boon c roatod,

TLhis is not only our judgir ent of the situation but is confirmed

by the report of the United Nations Special Committee from which I quote the

following extracts:

"The present difficult circumstances should not distort the

perspective of solid achievement arising from the joint efforts of the

- Jewish corniunity and the Administration in laying the foundations c

the National Home" 0

(Paragraph 93 on page 23)

"One may find in the record of the Palestine Administration

evidence of persistent effort to effect gradual Lmproveorents in the

economic, and social condition of the Arab population".

(Paragra ph 97 on' pago 24)X

ritain which has played some part in saving liberty against

tyranny in two world cars, which contributed something to the making of the00

new Arab nations, which has given shelter in the United Kingdom since the

end of the car to over 300,000 individuals who would otherwise have been in

the displaced persons camps on the Continent and has fotid homes since 1933

for some 70,000 Newish refugees, and which by its struggle in war and its

administration helped to rake the National Home possible, will be judged

before the b r of history in due course. I want only to say that .in spite

of the revolts and the terrorism and in spite of the failure of at least one

of the communities to fulfill the normal responsibilities of citizens in the

maintenance of order in recent years, Palestino has built up its

services and still enjoys economic purcaperity; the machinery of admini-

stration has worked - a groat tribute to the Palostine authorities and the

Government servants who under great strain and risk have been amployod there.

/Our
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Our efforts to find accommodation between the communities in

Palestine have failed. This cannot be attributed to the various terms of

the Vihite Paper of 1939 which in a number of major respects have not been

implemented; indeed immigration has continued well beyond the 75,000 con-

templated and constitutional changes, for reasons outside the Mandatory's

control, have not been made. In the absence of full cooperation or of

any positive contribution from other Powers and in view of the sheer hope-

lessness of the Mandatory obtaining a settlement and reeonciliation of

conflicts within the Mandate, the Un ted Kingdom Government asked the

United Nations to consider the future government of Palestine. The United

Nations Special Committee have submitted suggestions and we have made

known our agreement with its twelve roneral recommendations. We have re-

peated our Views that the Mandate sh uald be laid down because it is un-

workable and that obligations to the two communities irreconcilable and

that Palestine should now move to independence. We made these decisions

known without delay in order to'facilitate the work of the' Assembly.

In our discussions with the two communities in recent years

we have evolved a number of proposals within the terms of the Mandate but

experience finally convinced the United Kingdom Government that an impar-

tial consideration by an international and independent authority was

needed. It felt that such consideration should not be prejudiced by the

advocacy by the United Kingdom of any particular scheme after our sub-

mission to the United Nations, though our knowledge and experience were

at the disposal of the Assembly. This decision seemed the more necessary

because there exist prejudices and suspicions about Britain's role in

Palestine and those have been expressed over a period in bitter and un-

friendly terms. Whatever the Britics views oi possible working arrango-

ments may be, wo realised that our efforts in Palestine have failed to

secure any accommodation between the two communities and that it was bettor

we should urge no proposals if they were to be suspected of containing

some hidden motive calculated to serve some purpose of our own,worthy or

unworthy. The Spocial Committee with some assistance from the factual in-

formation we provided have produced their recommendations and many Member

States have now freely. experossed their views on the principles underlying

the recommendations.

/The position......
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The position of His Majesty's Government remains today as I

have just stated. I would repeat, however, what I made clear in my first

- statement to this Committee - that I cannot easily imagine circumstances

in which the United Kingdom would wish to prevent the application of a

settlement recommended by the Assembly regarding the future structure of

Palestine.

I also made clear I hope where the United Kingdom stood in the

matter of implementation of any settlement and of any decision reached by

the Ass'embly. Our singleminded purpose is to end the tragic situation in

Palestine. Whether we have any interests in that unhappy land is irre-

velant: our anxiety is to facilitate a settlement. The announcement of

our decision that we shall make an early withdrawal not only of our forces

but also of our administration is designed to remove all lingering doubt,

to induce both parties to face up. to the consequences of failure to

come to an agreement, to emphasis the urgency of the whole matter and to

leave the United Nations unhampered in its recommendations as to the best

solution for the future government. It should help to bring home the re-

&lities of the situation and bring both sides together. It recognises

the place of international authority in liquidating a grave and menacing

conflict of interest which is likely to develop in that part of the world.

/In our........
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In our judgment a Mandatory Government may voluntarily relinquish

the administration of a mandate.

His Majesty's Government are entitled in view of the general opinion

expressed in this Committee and also the unworkability of the Mandate to lay

it down and ask the United Nations because cf the conflict and its menacing

possibilities to consider how orderly government can be achieved and
Palestino movo rapidly to self-governing and

/ independence -the goal unanimously desired by all the parties and the

nations represented here. We have struggled hard for a solution of these

difficulties and at the cost of hundreds of lives and considerable wealth.

Perhaps in the light of all the advice and criticism offered to us in .the

past by the nationals of cther states, more effective ways of securing the

elusive solution we were always seeking may be found, We cannot go on

indefinitely faded with the hostility of the parties in Palestine, with 
fierce

misrepresentations outside and with the drain on our own resources,

But no scheme for modifying the. clash of rights as they are

understood by the parties in Palestine can be divorced from the question of

its implementation. It seems to us essential that in determining the nature

of a settlement the Assembly should also determine the measures: to implement

it. It would be unreasonable to ask His Majesty's Government to carry the

sole and full responsibility for the administration of Palestine and for

enforcing changes which the United Nations' regard as necessary. It has been

suggested, as I understand it, that the United Kingdom should carry such

responsibility throughout an indefinite transition period until independence

is attained, acting under the supervision of the United Nations to enforce

United Nations policy and being assisted by a programme of aid as mentioned

by the distinguished delegate of the United States, including the possible

assistance of a voluntarily recruited international police force. My
that

Government desire that it should be clear beyond all doubt and ambiguity/not

only is it our decision to wind up the Mandate but that within a limited

period we shall withdraw. They made only twr qualifications. First that in

the event of a settlement between Jews and Arabs they would if so desired

continue the administration of Palestine through the limited period 
of the

transfer to independence. Second, that they would consider an invitation to

/participate
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participate ',aivig effect to a settlement in parterShiP with ether

members f the United Nat±fidM. In short His Majesty'as G;ver1nIY t- w.ill not

accept in any case e .,ier an isolated regp ity;: i _aforcement nor the

major role.

They still hope that in vie': u2 their firm intention t6 withdraw

both the Jewish and Arab ecomuxnitis vill be seized with the reality esof

the si tuatiin and appreciate to the .Eull. the unhappy consequences that can

flew to theml ves and their county by falling to agree on the. futre of

l 'The Unted Kingdr aGvc.LLment most earnetlY hpes that the

di~smsims .ef the past weeks have r 1 ealed the trend f wr.d spinio'n and

the dangers f a niuun..g strugg2 ~eteer1 the tw' peoples and that their

re'prosentatives -aid the United Natie Wi qiacy moke t:some t

t .. nwht1i wi7ll bc ng arr ny and stab.i.ity in this part ,f the

.Miridle East., It is a new situati pn confronting the parties cnrcernedaThe

wek osf diSQssin here e"u.' d make this h:.pe r1 t more -unrealistic (as it

hna-- bo sd 4cribed) but less -

Morever we trust that. anxieties now felt in the Md d.e Eastabout

the reent.jdeliberati 5ns rf the United Nations and the'l- posb.-J.

rtJ..d t mii Ary reparation er d eplymeft .f£ores amongst Lhe peoples

S"...vhovthat no stels i.11be take; that will be pasative' and

iy His Majesty's GovernmOnt has given and

resuli, in vi, ,laee Certainly Els

geng-t Or sist.le t:, actions which will ±iame .th

v ill give nog enco .agement rasitc

i i -in tha Middle East, Rum.o; rs and assertions that any such

has been given are entirely withrui' fcundati2L.

.Another dangerous fac+,)r in the present situation is the traffic

in- illegal immigration into Palestine and the crnnivance of some

thir atioalsof hips arms anda- ane7 to

Gmaernments in the provish.n by their nationals of s pas

defC38t the an~dat , inIte 'verdifficult task ;f upihlding the rule of

defeat thneandt';ry in the eryt. d

law in Paletine, which greater iafluences the feeling of the Arab world 'and

yt~ p _ -$ at .k waIch c annt readily be centr-L
sets V jrr. ape. a asib' --. infmrgesat w

In a pri d~ar in d'achy ge If'it. duties, the British auth9rle5s
This last peri d, an indichage f

rill havo.e. oasy tagk In cont ling the problem of inmigrat-In inte

aletin atd.exlaly7 in te face of the bitter reseltmentOf tb&'

partss
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parties that immigration continues 
at all and the indignation of the other

that it is far too limitel1. In any event it must be recognised that the

immigration question is one which arouses 
bitter fee;Lings in Palestine and

that proposals for a change in the status 
quo should not be lightly put

forward by those who have no responsibility 
for the coriequences. The

complications of this problem are known 
and the difficulties of the

Mandatory in carrying its difficult and 
onerous responsibility should not be

increased.

My delegation expresses the hope' that 
the Committee will regard as an

urgent contribution to the solution 
of the Palestine problem the resolution

we have submitted concerning displaced persons 
in Europe and particularly that

aspect of the matter concerning the 
absorption of Jews and other displaced

persons in countries besides Palestine. 
No action is more calculated to help

the Arab people to a fair appreciation 
of our sincerity in this problem of

refugees and Jewish displaced persons 
and our sincerity about the Palestine

problem than action on this resolution.

My Government will continue to make available 
what experience and

knowledge it possesses for the use of 
the United Nations in its search for

the solution to this problem. Our resources can be used to assist in

arriving at an equitable and just plan. 
But I should be unfa~Jr to the

Committee if I did not repeat that the 
sand has started to run and that

conclusions should not be unduly delay-d 
and the problem of implementationwork.

should be conceived as a parallel study and 
integral part, of the Gommittee's/

On this last point my Government has stated 
(and it needs to be

repeated in view of doubts expressed) 
that if the Assembly should recommend

a policy which is not acceptable to the 
Jews and Arabs, some authority

alternative to the United Kingdom 
must be provided in order to implement

the United Nations policy. If it is desired that His Majesty's 
Government

should participate with others in the enforcement of a settlement and

everything that can be done to bring about a permanent and acceptable

solution to all concerned is essential .. my Government adheres to the view

/that
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that it must take i;t. escnt the inrharent justice of the settlement and the

extent to which force wi-.d be required to give effect to it.

But I hope it will be agreed by all delegates that 
the view of the

Special Committee's Regget should be upheld that there is urgent 
need for

change of status in Pale.t1ine. The withdrawall of the British administration

there should if possibl.. proceed by an orderly transfer of power to a suitable

authority :.ecegnised by the United N'ations to usher 
in independence. Britain

in any case is unable t ,-.t;tain a burden too heavy for any mandatory to

discharge, especiallyvaen..its respc.Aibilities are made the more difficult

by the freedom enjoyed by-the nationals of 
other states to employ every means

to defeat her efforts. This problem should be studied at once for it is of

the utmost importance that inethe possible absence of agreement between the

Jews and Arabs the comp.icated task of withdrawal 
should not be the prelude

to disorder and disintegration of the public services essential for the normal

life of Palestine. Witseut. suitable authorities to negotiate and transfer

responsibility to the preservation of institutions, communications and public

works, the obseivane -acf law and fundamental services become problems of

major difficulty. Same preedure should be worked out by the substitute

authority which will .enurepproper safeguards for the preservation of good

order and the requirement.necessary to give effective security 
forces for the

police and other measure which the iAubution may require.

We hope that when a policy is vteked out as representing the concensus

of international cepiornit bjc-th parties will respect it and not resort to methods

which will des.trcy seen -and create chaos and violence in Palestine. In

that unhappy even ,lity--the United Nations must control a situation

dangerous to peace, we hope that all concerned will r'.ise that their

ultimate best interests..ie in a settlement that can 
be worked in goodwill and

good neighbourrinss,

My delegation 2XLhave the opportunity of expressing its views on

certain of the prpoa bodied in the resolutions before the Committee.

We desire both n~w and. ithe future to live in friendly co-operation with

,.abs and Jews alik, - have tried to restate the position of my Government

and to suggest that po ,rr gr mnembcrship of this organisation as a~

/responsibility



responsibility not lightly carried. Our earnest wish is to be helpful

in the great tasks the United Nations was brought into being to discharge.

We ask the Committee to act quickly and we hope that the opportunity and

the duty confronting the Member States will be conceived comprehensively

and realistically as well as in a generous spirit. All of us want harmony

restored to this H ly and tragic land.

I
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CORRIGENDUM.

1. Page 2, 17th line from the ond.

The sentence beginning "It w;as pointed out in the courso

of the discussion" should reads-

"It was pointed out in the course of the discussion

that Norway had a bad voting record in the Assmerbly and had,

in particular, voted against us on the Colonial 
issuo arising

out of the Traffic in Women Convention, although the Norwegian

Delegate had afterwards admitted to a member of the Delegation

that he had voted tor the wrong side and that ho had fully

understood our explanations of the issuo8 involved".

2, Pago 2, 4th line from the end.

For 'had. explained her attitude" read "had admitted having

voted on the wrong side".


